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// WELCOME TO BRITISH FIRES
At British Fires the design and development team has 
one mindset, uncompromising quality, which drives us to 
deliver top-end products. Our aim is to help you create a 
peaceful and relaxing environment. 
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  NATURAL INSPIRATION
Situated on the beautiful south coast between Cornwall and the bustling City 
of London is the New Forest National Park — the inspiration of our New Forest 
Electric Fireplaces. 

The New Forest covers 219mi² and is home to many parks, farms, 
golf courses, and outdoor activities. Today, the New Forest 
is populated mostly by birch, beech, conifers and oak 
trees. There are also vast areas of heathland due to 
cultivation from the Bronze Age and prior which gives 
the National Park its unique terrain and geography. 

This diverse makeup of the New Forest is what gave 
us the inspiration to develop the fuel bed setting 
that comes standard with every fire. 
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  THE NEW FOREST NATIONAL PARK
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YOU WON’T BELIEVE 
 IT’S ELECTRIC
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Installation options
Front-Facing
Two-Sided
Three-Sided
See page 31–34 for Installation images 

  NEW FOREST 48''

Product specifications
Heat output:  1500 W
Supply voltage:  120 V AC
Rating power:  60 Hz 
Lighting:  LED
See page 37 for additional dimensions 

Dimensions
Width 1200 mm 47¼ in
Height 565 mm 22¼ in
Depth 300 mm 12⅕ in

Features
Award-winning LED flame-effect technology.
Three Fuel bed Media options : Forest View, Slate View, Diamond Light.
Adjust temperature, lighting, colors & flame-effects with the remote control.
Daily and weekly timer options.
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UNCOMPROMISING 
QUALITY
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    NEW FOREST 63''

Product specifications
Heat output:  1500 W
Supply voltage:  120 V AC
Rating power:  60 Hz 
Lighting:  LED
See page 37 for additional dimensions 

Dimensions
Width 1600 mm 63 in
Height 565 mm 22¼ in
Depth 300 mm 12⅕ in

Installation options
Front-Facing
Two-Sided
Three-Sided
See page 31–34 for Installation images 

Features
Award-winning LED flame-effect technology.
Three Fuel bed Media options : Forest View, Slate View, Diamond Light.
Adjust temperature, lighting, colors & flame-effects with the remote control.
Daily and weekly timer options.
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NEW FOREST FEATURES
DEEP FUEL BED 
3-D DOWNLIGHT-EFFECTS
LOG DESIGN DETAILS
FUEL BED MEDIA OPTIONS
 Forest View  
 Slate View
 Diamond Light
AIR CURTAIN TECHNOLOGY
INSTALLATION OPTIONS
 Front-facing
 Cornered   
 Three-sided  
REMOTE CONTROL
DIMENSIONS
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Due to the innovative engineering of the New Forest’s Air Curtain Technology 
we have been able to design a deeper fuel bed than most on the market. As a 
result, the glass is pushed to the edge of the firebox creating a nearly flush 
design. This also allows the logs to be larger and more realistic in size. 
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  NOTICE THE DEPTH  
  OF THE FUEL BED?



7.8 INCHES
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Our award-winning LED flame technology is impressive by itself. It becomes 
even more amazing when the down-lights are turned on. 

The down-lighting effect illuminates the reflective mirror resulting in a brighter 
fuel bed while creating the illusion of a deeper looking fuel bed. This transcends 
the overall effect of the New Forest Electric Fire and creates a prominent focal 
point within the room.

  3-D DOWNLIGHT-EFFECT
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Flames appear to be  
between two sets of logs

LED flame-effect take 
centre-stage

DOWNLIGHTS OFF DOWNLIGHTS ON

Downlights create a 3-D 
effect by illuminating the 

logs and reflecting on  
the rear-glass mirror

Fuel bed glow is 
boosted creating 
a sparkling glow

The signature logs 
are brought to life by 

illuminating the details
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The details of the signature New Forest log design is at the heart of our, 
Uncompromising Quality promise. They are touted as some of the best and 
most life-like logs on the market — not only for the small details, which are 
inspired by England’s New Forest National Park — but also in the weight and 
durability they possess.
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  DETAIL IS EVERYTHING
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The signature logs are a result of detail-oriented research of tree types 
typically found in the New Forest National Park. To further enhance the 
realistic effect, each log is hand-painted, adding unique details and an overall 
impressive view.

Underneath the New Forest logs sits a bed of diamond crystals and husk. 
This combination creates an earthy, yet, vibrant feel with lights from below 
adding a shimmer of sparkle.

*Included with standard model

  FOREST VIEW
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A dynamic way to enhance the lighting of the New Forest is with the Slate 
View. To introduce more light from underneath, the fuel bed tray is flooded 
with crystals along with several pieces of slate and finish the signature logs. 
This setup allows more light and brightens the overall focal point.

One setting that can take you through a journey of tranquillity is the auto-
transitioning of all three fuel bed colours. The seamless changing of colours 
creates a vibrant mood and atmosphere.

*Included with standard model
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   SLATE VIEW
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This fuel bed setting is all about light, colour, and flames. Small crystals, along 
with several larger crystals, create a sea of sparkle and sensation. Due to the 
absence of the New Forest logs, the flame-effect’s raw elegance is exposed.

*Included with standard model
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  DIAMOND LIGHT
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Patent Application Numbers: US 16/710.568; CA 3078189

Our Air Curtain Technology* is at the heart of the New Forest Electric’s 
innovation. This process includes circulating cooler room air in and then 
distributing warmed air back into the room via our dual-outlet system. The 
outlet is shaped to push air out in a wide path to get heat into every corner 
of the room. 

Because the heater outlet sits at the top we are able to position the glass to 
be nearly flush with the edge of the fire box. This means you get a wall inset 
fire with a clean and contemporary appearance.

USA/Canada Patent Pending
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  HOW DOES AIR CURTAIN  
  TECHNOLOGY WORK?
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  INSTALLATION  
  TO SUIT YOU

There isn’t a wrong way to install your New Forest Electric Fire… just your way... 
choose whichever suits your desire. 

The installation process is straight-forward and simple to complete. All you 
need to furnish is a power source and a wall or false chimney breast to setup 
the New Forest. 

The expertly designed New Forest allows you to cover what is not necessary 
to see and expose only the true beauty of the fuel bed components and 
award-winning LED flame-effect technology.
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FRONT-FACING
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CORNERED
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THREE-SIDED
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The New Forest  is equipped with a remote control that bridges the connection 
between you and your fireplace. Each button displays an icon that clearly 
identifies the function to engage with the fire and explore the features. 

  BE IN CONTROL

Down lighting
Select to have the carefully placed spot lights on and see 
every detail of the fire. Turn them off and you will see how 
relaxing the fuel bed can really be.

Flame control
Choose from four settings to adjust the brightness of 
the flame to suit your mood. Watch as the flames change 
brightness and height.

Fuel bed colour change
Cycle through all of the three colours that each provide a 
unique style. Can’t decide… the cycle setting will flow through 
all the colours for you.

Open window detection
If there is a sudden drop in temperature of 9°F or more 
within a ten minute period, the heater will automatically turn 
off to preserve energy. Look out for the OP sign on the digital 
display to show this has been activated. The heater  
will start up again once the temperature in the room rises 
or you choose to manually turn it back on.

Daily and weekly timer
Set the fire to provide you with heat on any day throughout 
the week. The seven-day programmable calendar will 
remember your settings and will activate the thermostatic 
heater on each day and every week for when you need the 
New Forest fire the most.

Timer boost
A range of settings between one and nine hours can be 
selected to turn the heater on for a desired length of time.

Thermostatic heating
The Air Curtain Technology® heater system is thermostatically 
controlled using the remote handset which displays the 
current setting on the LCD screen. Choose a temperature 
between 62° and 80°C and the fire will do the work to heat 
the room to your desired temperature.
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Features:
Outlet plug with 6ft. long cord
All fuel bed items included 
Remote control included

Specifications:
Supply voltage: 120 V AC
Rating power: 60 Hz 
Fuse rating: 13 Amp 
Lighting: LED
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HSide 
View

Dimensions:
A 1175.0 mm 46¼ in
B 565.0 mm 12⅕ in
C 1200.0 mm 47¼ in
D 565.0 mm 22¼ in
E 424.0 mm 16¾ in
F 300.0 mm 11¾ in
G 55.5 mm 2⅕ in
H 67.0 mm 2⅝ in
I 83.5 mm 3⅓ in

   NEW FOREST 48" 
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Features:
Outlet plug with 6ft. long cord
All fuel bed items included 
Remote control included

Specifications:
Supply voltage: 120 V AC
Rating power: 60 Hz 
Fuse rating: 13 Amp 
Lighting: LED
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  NEW FOREST 63"

D Front View
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Top View

Dimensions:
A 1575.0 mm 62 in
B 300.0 mm 12⅕ in
C 1600.0 mm 63 in
D 565.0 mm 22¼ in
E 424.0 mm 16¾ in
F 300.0 mm 11¾ in
G 55.5 mm 2⅕ in
H 67.0 mm 2⅝ in
I 83.5 mm 3⅓ in
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WARRANTY
2-year limited parts warranty – At British Fires we pride 
ourselves on quality and performance, so much so that each 
British Fires electric product is applicable for a 2-year warranty 
when purchased from an authorised dealer. Full terms and 
conditions are available to view at www.britishfires.com. 

All appliances must be installed in a correctly ventilated space in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions and 
the rules in force. This brochure is for guidance only and is not 
intended to replace the installation manual, which provides more 
details information. All of our products carry CSA approval.
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Miles Industries 
190–2255 Dollarton Hwy
North Vancouver
British Columbia
V7H 3B1

1.604.984.3496

www.britishfires.ca

CONTACT

Patent Application Numbers: US 16/710.568; CA 3078189 
Installation: Please contact your local Miles Industries dealer for information.

@ValorFireplaces

Waste electrical appliances should not be disposed of with household waste. Please recycle where 
facilities exist. Check with your local authority or retailer for recycling advice. As our policy is 
one of continuous improvement and development, we therefore, hope that you will understand 
we must retain the right to amend details and/or specifications without prior notice.



www.britishfires.ca


